COMMON COURSES: (16 Hours)

- CHA 1087-89, Chapel Two semesters. Entering students take Chapel their first semester at Baylor with an approved New Student Experience (NSE) course.
- MUS 1095, Freshman Music Seminar
- PSC 1387, The U.S. Constitution, Its Interpretation, and the American Political Experience
- REL 1310, The Christian Scriptures
- REL 1350, The Christian Heritage
- LF 11**, Lifetime Fitness Two semesters
- Creative Arts Experience - Students are required to attend 12 approved events with at least 2 events from each of the following categories: Art, Film, Music, Theatre, and Literature/World Cultures.
- EDC 3309, Curriculum/Instruction Certification
- EDP 3326, The Developing Child

HISTORY REQUIREMENT (3 hours)

- HIS 1300, The United States in Global Perspective
- HIS 1305, World History to 1500
- HIS 1307, World History since 1500

RESEARCH WRITING REQUIREMENT: (6 Hours)

- ENG 1310, Writing and Academic Inquiry Seminars
- and one of the following:
  - PWR 3300
  - PWR 3303
  - PWR 3318

LITERATURE IN CONTEXT REQUIREMENT: (3 Hours)

- CLA 2301, Literature of Ancient Greece
- CLA 2302, Literature of Ancient Rome
- CLA 2306, Greek and Roman Mythology
- ENG 2301, British Literature
- ENG 2306, World Literature
- ENG 2310, American Literacy Cultures
- FRE 3312, Children's Literature in French
- GTX 2301, Intellectual Traditions of the Ancient World: Literature and Thought in Context
- GTX 2302, Medieval Intellectual Traditions: Literature and Thought in Context
- GTX 3341/THEA 3341, Master Works in Drama
- PHI 2303, Philosophy in Literature
- REL 3301, Psalms and Wisdom Literature
- REL 3308, The Literature of the Pentateuch: Narrative, Poetry, Genealogy, and Law
- SPA 3305, Introduction to Hispanic Literature

FOREIGN LANGUAGE & CULTURE REQUIREMENT:

One language through the 1302 level.
- Language 1301
- Language 1302

FORMAL REASONING REQUIREMENT: (3 Hours)

- MTH 1301, Ideas in Mathematics
- MTH 1320, Pre-calculus Mathematics
- MTH 1321, Calculus I
- PHI 1306, Logic
- STA 1380, Elementary Statistics

SCIENTIFIC METHOD I REQUIREMENT: (4 Hours)

- ANT 1404, Intro to Human Evolution
- ANT 1407, Introduction to Archaeology
- BIO 1305 & 1105, Modern Concepts of Bioscience & Lab
- BIO 1306 & 1106, Modern Concepts of Bioscience & Lab continued
- BIO 1401, Current Issues in Human Biology
- BIO 1403, Exploring the Living World
- BIO 1405, Investigations of Modern Biology Concepts I
- BIO 1406, Investigations of Modern Biology Concepts II
- CHE 1301 & 1101, Basics Principles of Modern Chemistry I
- CHE 1302 & 1102, Basic Principles of Modern Chemistry II
- ENV 1301 & 1101, Exploring Environmental Issues & Lab
- ENV 1303 & 1103, Wildlife Ecology & Lab
- GEO 1306, Earthquakes and Other Natural Disasters
- GEO 1402, World Oceans
- GEO 1405, The Dynamic Earth
- GEO 1410, Gems and Minerals
- NSC 1306 & 1106, Introduction to Neuroscience & Lab
- PHY 1404, Light, Vision and Optics
- PHY 1405, Everyday Physics
- PHY 1407, Sound and Acoustics
- PHY 1408, General Physics for Natural and Behavioral Sciences I
- PHY 1409, General Physics for Natural and Behavioral Sciences II
- PHY 1420, General Physics I
- PHY 1430, General Physics II
- PHY 1455, Descriptive Astronomy
- PHY 2455, Foundations of Astronomy
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